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ABSTRACT
Optimization of a Nearly Total Optical Absorption Plasmonic
Metamaterial: Understanding the Interaction Eects
Anitesh Anand Lal
In the recent years, the emergence of electromagnetic metamaterials (MMs) have ushered
in an exciting new eld with many promising applications in direct energy conversion. One
of the more promising applications of MMs is the ability to fully harness the solar energy
through the design of a perfect electromagnetic absorber. Electromagnetic MMs posses the
ability to manipulate a material's response resulting in augmented properties such as nega-
tive index of refraction, articial permittivity, and permeability. One of the proven methods
for the construction of electromagnetic metamaterials is to use a metal-dielectric composite
whereby the electromagnetic response is governed by oscillating surface plasmons and the
geometry of the dielectric environment. However, the majority of these materials exhibit a
peak absorptivity at a single frequency, therefore, a deep understanding of their response
becomes necessary to target approaches to broadening the absorptivity.
In this research the reectance, transmittance, absorbance, and heat generation in a
square nano-antenna composed of a metal-dielectric-metal construction was investigated.
The wavelength of interest was in the visible regime from 390-700nm (430-790 THz). The
dual focus of this research was 1) the development of metamateial with high absorbance char-
acteristics and 2) the development of a broadband response. The focus was on tailoring the
particle geometry and dielectric environment. The nano-antenna was constructed from a sil-
ver nano-particle situated on top of a controlled thickness Al2O3 dielectric material followed
by a thick silver ground plane. For this study a transverse electric (TE) plane wave was prop-
agated in the negative z direction and the resulting scattered parameters were monitored.
In order to evaluate the electromagnetic response (absorbance) at the sub-wavelength scales,
a nite-dierence time-domain (FDTD) method was implemented. In addition, the interac-
tion from the neighboring particles en route to a perfect broadband absorber was studied.
Our simulation results indicate a complex response between neighboring particles that could
be categorized into four independent eective interactions. Furthermore, by controlling the
distance between particles, the absorptivity achieved an increase by seven fold.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
To be able to realize a material with extraordinary exotic properties such as nega-
tive index refraction, chirality etc. that surpasses the properties of any natural material,
we need more than just a traditional material, we need a Metamaterial or an Electromag-
netic Metamterial. Also known as a left-handed material, metamaterials (MMs) can be
characterized by two important material parameters that lays the groundwork for its mod-
ications, maneuvering and individual tunability to achieve its numerous applications. As
an eective medium [15], these parameters are; a complex electric permitivity, represented
by Equation 1.1, and a complex magnetic permeability, represented by Equation 1.2.
~ (!) = 1 + i2 (1.1)
~ (!) = 1 + i2 (1.2)
By a careful and thorough design of the unit cell structure of the macroscopic meta-
material composite,  and/or , can be tailored to exhibit the desired exotic electromagnetic
features as mentioned above. Metamaterials make use of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs)
either localized or propagating at the metal-dielectric interface naturally occurring at the
interface as a result of metal-dielectric interaction.
These SPPs, with a natural frequency, !SPPs, are already in oscillatory motion. Upon
excitation by an external source such as a light with a driving frequency, !df , they increase
in vibration. The incoming photons induce a temporary dipole in the oscillating SSPs. Once
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the condition !SPP = !df is achieved, resonance/spectral peaks are observed which is where
the maximum absorption of heat occurs. These SPPs relax by emitting heat which can be
scattered in the external surrounding or absorbed in the constituents of the macroscopic
metamaterial composite.
Metamaterials have been shown to work in all the wavelengths of the electromagnetic
radiation and has garnered a lot of interest especially in the visible regime for its applicability
as a heat generating device.
1.2 Motivation
One of the major problems encountered by MMs that has seriously undermined the
rapid growth and development of realistic plasmonic metamaterial devices is the optical loss
occurring in the traditional metallic constituents, that is, silver, gold etc. of the metamaterial
composite. Hence, to develop devices targeted towards heat generating purposes, it is of
utmost importance to design, characterize and fabricate new metamaterial devices with high
loss in the visible regime. In our research, we are going to focus heavily on creating such
a low-loss heat generating device such that the heat absorbed by the plasmonic resonance
can easily be conned, controlled, harvested and used for energy generating purposes. In
essence, our intention is to create a high-loss nanometer-sized heat source which is able to
control optical heating in the visible region. Ultimately we wish to utilize the same unit
cell nanometer-sized optical heat controlling device and optimize it in terms of geometry,
orientation and topology to create a broadband solar antenna that can be placed on top of
a thermoelectric system for solar to electricity direct energy conversion.
1.3 Problem Statement
Metamaterials have successfully employed the phenomenon of magnetic resonance un-
coupling in the recent years to produce almost perfect absorbers [6, 13, 16, 17]. Almost all
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of these designs utilize magnetic excitation of the polariton and perfect impedance match-
ing. While perfect absorbers may posses many alluring applications from super lens to the
treatment of cancerous cells, these devices are designed to work at a specic frequency or
the resonant frequency of the device. This also implies that the resonant frequency also has
a very narrow bandwidth. This prohibits these devices to be utilized for any other purposes
except for the one for which it is designed, thus, limiting its practical applications. One of
the other disadvantages of these types of resonant plasmonic perfect absorbers is that they
are highly sensitive to their design parameters and environment and slight variance in con-
guration and size can shift the resonance peak making it virtually useless and impractical
even though it might be a unity perfect absorber. This limitation can be easily overcome
if the the structure is designed with multiple coupled resonators, that is, to exhibit numer-
ous, discrete resonant frequencies at all wavelengths. The hybridization eects of several
localized surface plasmons (See Section 2.5.2.2) will then result in an extended continuous
frequency band, \multiband" or \broadband" device. The absorbing properties of this de-
vice would then be tuned to achieve an absorption of 100 % within a very wide range. As a
result, in comparison to the previous perfect metamaterial absorbers achieved from uncou-
pling magnetic resonance, ours seek to achieve tunable broadband by several magnetically
coupled resonator systems. Another dominant problem that has hampered the construction
and practical applications of resonant perfect absorbers as well broadband absorbers is the
fact the loss occurs in the transmitting medium as well as from the surface of the compos-
ite. Yet another problem, opposing the rapid development of perfect broadband absorbers
is that some designs are heavily polarization-dependent whereby a slight shift in the angle
of incidence renders these designs virtually useless. Moreover, traditional materials such as
carbon and its derivatives such as carbon black and graphite have been long considered as
good absorbers. The absorptivity of such conventional black absorbers are in the range of 0.8
- 0.85 as shown by Mizuno et al. [18]. The perfect absorbers realized from electromagnetic
metamaterials have the capability to achieve absorptivity in excess of 0.95 as will be seen in
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the following chapters.
1.4 Research Objective
The objective of our research is two fold. Firstly, to create a broadband absorber
by designing a magnetically coupled, resonator system with a response with a continuous
frequency band. This would be achieved by beneting from the hybridization eect of the
localized surface plasmons. Moreover, this system will be tuned to attain an abosrption
close to 100 % in terms of the geometry, orientation, size of the metallic nanostructure and
the dielectric environment. Also to design this broadband absorbers whose components does
not rely on frequency, that is, frequency independent, and would be able to absorb radiation
over a wide range of bandwidth. The following are the major research objectives:
 To be able to successfully create an ideal but a realizable broadband perfect metamaterial
absorber capable of absorbing energy at all wavelengths in the visible regime, that is,
from approximately 300nm - 800nm. This broadband perfect metamaterial absorber
would then be implemented as a super-solar antenna to achieve absorbance A (!) close
to 100 %.
 To perform computer simulations using nite-dierence time domain (FDTD) method us-
ing the commercial CST solver to identify and explain the resonant peaks of a rst
order, unit celled, metamaterial absorber using the appropriate boundary conditions.
To use the CST and constitutive relation of the single unit celled metamaterial com-
posite parameters, realize a perfect metamaterial absorber.
 Employing the information gathered from the simulation results of the perfect single unit
celled solar absorber and utilizing the geometric scalability of the electromagnetic
MMs, progress from the rst order absorber to a higher order absorber using frac-
tal design such that the metallic nano structures are able to represent all possible
sub-wavelengths in the visible regime. The resonance and polarization of plasmonic
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nanostructures, which oers enhanced light-matter interaction, is often governed by
the conguration and proportion of the nanostructure. This is why we propose fractal
plasmonic metamaterial on our switch from a rst order unit celled perfect absorber
to a higher order broadband absorber. The introduction of fractal plasmonic meta-
materials has the added advantage in its ability to increase the degree of freedom of
the material parameters and provide a solid platform to support multiple resonances,
hence, a much more versatile metamaterial. Hence, advance towards the creation of a
perfect broadband metamaterial absorber.
 To ensure that our perfect broadband metamterial absorber is polarization-independent so
that it could have the same advanced performance at all angles of incoming incidence.
This would be particularly useful in the placement of solar cells on top of thermal-
electric systems.
 Finally, conduct a study on other possible geometrical unit celled perfect absorbers which
can be extended to higher orders to create an ideal broadband perfect metamaterial
absorbers while keeping in mind the realizability of such designs considering the fabri-
cation and characterization techniques available at hand.
1.5 Research Scope
The scope of this research is to optimize a nano-meter sized particle to, rst, create a
perfect absorber and secondly, study the interaction eects of \neighboring particles" which
arise as a result of repeating boundary conditions. To use the knowledge form the perfect
absorber demonstration and interaction eects to create higher order broadband absorbers
through the application of fractal design.
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1.6 Contribution
In this research, I will be conducting an investigation of higher order absorbers through
the utilization of a specic fractal design. This construction of a higher order absorber and
it's application as a broadband perfect absorber has not be studied till to date. This fractal
design is an evolution from a single square shaped nano-antenna situated on the center of the
domain which has been translated diagonally in the four quadrants by an optimal translation
vector. This diagonal translation can be carried out to innity in progression to higher order
absorbers. In addition, I would be seeking to achieve a broadband response from this specic
fractal design by tuning the geometry of the structure in terms of combination of various
parameters. However, before the higher order absorber is given inception, I will look at
the behavior of complex interations that arise as a result of neighboring particles. This
will also assist in understanding interactions of higher order absorbers and how it inuences
absorptivity response in terms of geometry and design, thus, ulitmately inuencing our heat
generative device.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Maximum amount of energy absorbed from the sun
The light that we see everyday is barely a fraction of the light emitted by the sun
incident on the earth's surface. Sunlight is a form of electromagnetic radiation and visible
light is a tiny subset of this electromagnetic radiation as illustrated in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1 A visualization of the visible spectrum as a subset of the electromagnetic radi-
ation [1].
Radiation is one of the fundamental modes of heat transfer. It is distinguished from
convection and conduction modes because of its ability to transfer heat energy in the absence
or presence of a conducting medium. Radiation take the form of either electromagnetic waves
or photons, \a packet of energized particles". Even though radiation can traverse vacuum,
it originates from matter [2] undergoing mechanisms such as molecular vibration in gases,
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and electron and lattice vibrations in solids. Thermal radiation is a radiation type in which
the temperature of the body or surface directly inuences emission, for example, the sun.
Electromagnetic radiation (EM radiation or EMR) is a form of energy emitted and absorbed
by charged particles which exhibits wave-like behavior as it travels through space. EMR
has both electric and magnetic eld components, which stand in a xed ratio of intensity to
each other, and which oscillate in phase perpendicular to each other and perpendicular to
the direction of energy and wave propagation.
Figure 2.2 The E and H vectors for a plane electromagnetic wave propagating in the
positive direction along the x-axis. The direction of propagation is a result of the cross
between the E H vectors. The two vectors are in phase, but perpendicular to each other [2,
1].
The emergence of quantum-mechanics has been able to explain, the previously barely
understood, the dual wave-particle phenomena of the light. Since, visible light, a component
of electromagnetic radiation is composed of indistinguishable tiny elements of energy or
\quanta of energy", it is of great interest to deduce the amount of energy received on the
earth's surface as a result of incident sun's rays. In other words, the solar irradiance or the
power density on the earth's surface. The following equations below governs the maximum
amount of energy that can be attained on the earth under optimal conditions;
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2.1.1 Energy of photon
A photon can be characterized using a wavelength,  or a quantity of energy, EP .
Since  = c

, EP can be written as,
EP =
hc

= h; (2.1)
where, h is the Plank's constant at 6:626 10 34J:s, c is the speed of light at 2:298 108m
s
,
 is the particular wavelength in m and  is the frequency of the particular wavelength in
s 1.
2.1.2 Photon Flux
The photon ux, , is dened as the number of electrons per second per unit area.
 =
no:ofphotons
secm2 (2.2)
2.1.3 Power Density
The photon ux is important as it assists in calculating the power density, H by
multiplying the energy of a single photon.
H
 w
m2

=  hc

= EP (2.3)
2.1.4 Spectral Irradiance
The spectral irradiance, F , is a useful way of characterizing any given light source as
it provides the power density at any given wavelength,
F () = E
1

; (2.4)
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where, F () is in w
m3
and  is in no:ofphotons
secm2 .
2.1.5 Radiant Power Density
The total power density emitted from a light source can be calculated by integrating
the spectral irradiance over all wavelengths [2, 4].
H =
Z 1
0
F () d =
Z 1
0
EP

d =
NX
i=0
Fi4 i (2.5)
At this juncture, it can be surmised that to calculate the total amount of power
absorbed by the earth's surface, it is important to calculate the radiant power density of
the sun. In order to perform this calculation, rst the spectral irradiance of the sun has
to be calculated. It is a well known fact that the sun behaves like a \blackbody" emitter,
hence, blackbody conditions will be applied to calculate its spectral irradiance as shown in
the succeeding equations.
2.1.6 Sun's Spectral Irradiance modeled as a Blackbody Radiator
According to Bose-Einstein [2], the total number of photons need not be conserved
as it depends on temperature, therefore,
dN
V
=
dg
V
1
e
h
kBT   1
: (2.6)
In the phase space, the quantum states consist of a volume V and in the momentum space,
a spherical shell [2] which is given by,
dg =
8V 2d
c3
: (2.7)
Given the speed of light c in the medium and the density of states as D () = dg
V
[2], the
number of photons per unit volume per unit frequency interval can be written as,
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f () =
1
V
dN
d
= fBE ()D () =
82
c3

e
h
kBT   1
 : (2.8)
Each photon has an energy EP as given by Equation 2.1, therefore the spectral energy density
can be written as [2],
u = f ()E () =
8h3
c3

e
h
kBT   1
 : (2.9)
For a given surface area, the relation between the radiant energy ux to the energy density
and the speed of light is given by [2], where c
4
is a geometrical factor.
Frad; =
uc
4
(2.10)
After substituting Eguation 2.9 into Equation 2.10 we obtain,
F (; T ) =
2h3
c2

e
h
kBT   1
 : (2.11)
After substituting the expression  = c

into Equation 2.11, Equation 2.12 is obtained which
is the spectral irradiance of a blackbody or Plank's Distribution of a blackbody, hence, the
spectral irradiance of the sun,
F (; T ) =
2hc2
5

e
hc
kBT   1
 ; (2.12)
where, T is the temperature of the blackbody in kelvins,K, and kB is the Boltzmann constant
at 1:381 10 23m2kg
sK
.
Substituting all the values of the constants, and the temperature of sun taken to be
6000K, the sun's spectral irradiance is obtained. Figure 2.3 illustrates the sun's spectral
irradiance distribution as well as Planck's blackbody irradiance [3].
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Fsun () =
3:744 10 16
5

e
2:40210 6
   1
 (2.13)
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Figure 2.3 Illustration of solar spectral irradiance as a function of wavelength regenerated
from data obtained from National Institute of Standards and Technology [3].
Utilizing Figure 2.3, the total amount of solar power reaching the earth's surface was
calculated. This was achieved by integrating the total area under the spectral irradiance
versus wavelength curve for a value of 1356.12 W
m2
. Afterwards, the total area under the
curve for the visible region (shaded region) was calculated for a value of 625 W
m2
. Comparing
these two values it can be seen that the contribution of solar power by the visible region to
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the total solar power reaching the earth's surface is approximately 50%. Hence, our intense
interest to create a perfect broadband absorber in the visible regime.
2.1.7 Total Solar Radiant Power Density
Using Equation 2.5, an exact value for solar radiant power density is obtained which
is approximate to the value in literature [4].
Hsun =
Z 1
0
Fsun () d
=
Z 1
0
3:744 10 16
5

e
2:40210 6
   1
d
=62:5
Mw
m2
(2.14)
2.1.8 Solar Radiation in Space
As mentioned in Section 2.1, an object in outer space is recipient of a fraction of
the total power emitted from the sun. Hs is the power density incident on an object due
to illumination from the sun. At a distance D from the sun, the Hs can be calculated as
follows,
Hs =
R2sun
D2
Hsun: (2.15)
Given that the outer atmosphere of the earth is at a distance of 1:500 1011m as shown in
Figure 2.4, the maximum amount of energy that can be absorbed by the earth's atmosphere
from the sun or the solar irradiance on earth's atmosphere Hearth would be [4],
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Figure 2.4 Relative position of the earth from the sun and their specic dimensions [4].
Hearth =
R2sun
D2earth
Hsun
=
(6:955 108)2
(1:496 1011)2  62499432:6
= 1345:49
w
m2
:
(2.16)
At this point in time, the value calculated above will suce. This is because, as will
be seen in the subsequent chapters, our plasmonic fractal metamaterial models or plasmonic
devices (PDs) closely resemble the sun-earth perpendicular relation in vacuum. That is, the
energy from our theoretical EMR source is reaching the PDs at an angle of incidence of 90
degrees simulated in vacuum.
The solar irradiance outside the earth's atmosphere is fairly constant throughout the
year. However, the actual solar irradiance that reaches the earth's surface is undesirably
less. One of the principal reasons for this reduction is the atmospheric eect which includes
absorption, scattering and reection in the atmosphere, water vapor, clouds, pollution etc.
On the other hand, it is well known that the earth revolves around the sun as well as on its
own axis which is titled at 23:45. Therefore, the other factors which prompt this reduction
are the xed location on the earth's surface which is given by the longitude and the latitude,
the time of day and the day of the year. As can be visualized in Figure 2.4, given minimal
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atmospheric eects, the maximum amount of solar irradiance that can reach the earths
surface is when the sun is perpendicular to the earth. Hence, during the design of a solar
array, the second set of factors can be considered such that the solar array will always be
tilted perpendicular to the sun. This requires a very precise tracking of the sun's position
and can achieved by considering the declination angle, the elevation angle, the zenith angle
and the azimuth of the sun position relative to a xed position on earth as described in
detail by researchers [19], [20], [21] and [22].
2.1.9 Tracking the Sun's Position
2.1.9.1 Declination Angle
The declination of the sun is the angle between the equator and a line drawn from
the centre of the Earth to the centre of the sun [23] The declination angle , is a result of
earth's tilted axis of 23:45 which other wise would always be 0. The equation below shows
how the declination angle can be calculated.
 = 23:45 sin

360
365
(d  81)

(2.17)
Where, d is the day of the year with Jan 1 as d = 1.
2.1.9.2 Elevation Angle
The elevation angle is the angular height of the sun in the sky measured from the
horizontal. The elevation is 0 at sunrise and 90 when the sun is directly overhead.
An important parameter in the design of photovoltaic systems is the maximum ele-
vation angle [23], that is, the maximum height of the sun in the sky at a particular time of
year. The maximum elevation angle is at solar noon and varies with latitude and declination
angle. The equation below shows how the elevation angle can be calculated.
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 = 90  '+  (2.18)
Where, ' is the latitude of interest and  is the declination angle calculated by Equation 2.17.
2.1.9.3 Azimuth Angle
The azimuth angle is the compass direction from which the sunlight is coming from.
At solar noon, the sun is always directly south in the northern hemisphere and directly north
in the southern hemisphere. At the equinoxes, the sun rises directly east and sets directly
west regardless of the latitude, thus making the azimuth angles 90 at sunrise and 270 at
sunset. Equation 2.19 shows how the azimuth of the sun can be calculated relating the
declination and the elevation angle [20], [19] and [22].
Azimuth = cos 1

sin  cos  cos  sin cos (hra)
cos

(2.19)
Where, hra is dened as follows:
hra = 15 (lst  12) ;
lst = lt+
tc
60
;
tc = 4 (Longitude  lstm) + eot;
lstm = 15:4 Tgmt;
eot = 9:87 sin (2B)  7:53 cos (B)  1:5 sin (2B) ;
B =
360
365
(d  81) :
and lt is the local time, lst is the local solar time, lstm is the local standard time meridian
and 4Tgmt is the dierence between the local time and the Greenwich Mean Time in hours.
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2.2 Optical Properties of Metal Nanostructures
. The interaction of light with metallic nanostrucutures, though previously not as
fully understood, was already in use centuries ago [24]. The optical properties of metallic
nanostructures were extensively used by artists before we nally begun to fully understand,
analyze, appreciate and technologically explore the interaction of light in metallic nanos-
tructures [5]. These properties were employed by them to generate and combine brilliant
colors in artefacts and artworks whereby tiny gold particles of varying size and dimensions
were imbedded in glass to generate a wide array of alluring colors. Some of the most notable
examples are the Lycurgus cup of the Roman Empire and windows of St. Stephans Church
in Mainz as show in Figure 2.6. Figure 2.5 is another portrayal of enticing eects achieved
by artists by employing the phenomenon of light and metallic nanostructures.
Figure 2.5 Illustration of light and nano-metallic structures interaction taken at the train
station mall in Saint Loius Missouri, 2011.
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Figure 2.6 Historical illustrations of light-metal interactions: Lycurgus cup shown as green
while reecting light and green while transmitting light and the church window glasses in
Mainz [5].
2.3 Emergence of Metamaterials (MMs)
The nascent concept of metamaterials, originally known as left-handed material (LHM)
or negative refractive index material (NIM), was rst put into motion by Veselago in 1968 [6,
25, 26] because of its ability to possess both negative electric permittivity and negative mag-
netic permeability at the same time. Due to lack of experimental verication, the concept
of metamaterials lay dormant until it was further revolutionized by Sir Pendry [9] upon his
discovery of a wire medium which was characterized by negative permittivity and perme-
ability.
A metamaterial is an articially tailored macroscopic composite composed of either
periodic, as shown in Figure 2.7 A) or non-periodic structure as shown in Figure 2.7 B).
Their peculiar but exotic and extraordinary properties stem from both the unit or cellular
structure and the chemical composition rather than from the characteristics of the individual
constituents.
MMs are classied into two groups: the resonant absorbers and the non-resonant
type. The biggest advantage of the resonant MMs is that it has a broader change rate for
the electric permittivity, , and magnetic permeability, , as presented in Figure 2.8 with a
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small change in the resonant frequency [6]. Figure 2.8 shows the classication of all materials
that can be accounted in nature. The x-axis represents, , which is the absolute value of the
real and imaginary part of the electric permittivity as shown in Equation 2.21. The y-axis
represents, , which is the absolute value of the real and imaginary part of the magnetic
permeability as shown in Equation 2.23. The rst quadrant represents all the materials that
can be found in nature such as wood and carbon. The free space of air is the location on this
axes where  =  = 1. The intersection of the two axis represents non-existence whereby no
materials can be found in the physical environment, that is,  =  = 0. The second and the
fourth quadrant represents materials that cannot be physical created in a laboratory setting.
The third quadrant is the position where the metamaterials lie, hence the name, left-handed
material (LHM) or negative index of refraction (NIR). From Figure 2.8, it can be noticed
that it is possible to modify  by modifying the geometry of the metamaterial composite at
sub-wavelength scales provided that  is known and kept constant.
 = 1 + i2 (2.20)
jj =
q
21 + 
2
2 (2.21)
 = 1 + i2 (2.22)
jj =
q
21 + 
2
2 (2.23)
Hence, a wide variety of material parameters can be achieved by controlling the
particle's resonant frequency and vice versa. Landy et al. [13] demonstrated an almost
perfect resonant absorber MMs by using primarily metallic structures and likewise Tuong et
al. [27] was able to achieve an almost perfect resonant absorber using a symmetrical, four
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petaled, ower shaped structure.
Both these examples serve to show the versatility and the exibility of MMs to manip-
ulate resonance peak by changing material parameters and vice. While non-resonant MMs
also have resonant frequencies, they being extremely large make them less desirable.
Figure 2.7 A) Depicts a periodic arrangement of a metamaterial composite in comparison
to Figure 2.7 B) which depicts a non-periodic arrangement metamaterial composite [6].
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Figure 2.8 A comparison of typical materials found in nature in relation to Left-handed
materials [6].
2.4 Applications of Metamaterials
2.4.1 Superlens
One of the most attractive applications that has resulted through the emergence
of metamaterials or left-handed materials are superlens as shown in the Figure 2.9. The
arrangement of this superlens is periodic as discussed in Section 2.3. A superlens is a
metamaterial whose constituents can both attain its electric perimitvity, , and magnetic
permeability, , as -1. As a result of its extremely super high resolution [28], it is gaining
rapid popularity in medical imaging, optical imaging and non-destructive detections. Cui
et al. [6] suggests that the rst superlens was optimized to work in the visible and infrared
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regime and was later improved to provide resolution three times greater than the traditional
setback involving diraction limit. Superlens operate by exciting the magnetic and the
electric elds and coupling the surface modes to the near elds of a target on one side and
bringing the image to a focus on the opposite side [7]. This is of great assistance as electricity
and magnetism are usually nearly decoupled in the near eld. The most recent development
has been achieved by researcher Guy [7] who through the utilization of a square slab, has
been able to demonstrate a superlens which utilizes long range wireless power transfer, thus,
minimizing, the health hazards by high frequency magnetic elds.
Figure 2.9 A cuboidal shaped super high resolution superlens operating using wireless
power transfer [7] and hence, detect cancerous cells.
2.4.2 Biosensor and Cellulor Detector
Metamaterials can be used in treating cancerous cells through the design of a \par-
asitic cell" composed of a dielectric core, a metallic outer shell and a penetration depth
equivalent to the skin thickness of a human cell. By taking advantage of the fact that the
refractive index of MMs are very sensitive to changes in their dielectric environment and
tunability of resonant frequency through periodic metallic nano-structures scalability, these
parasitic cells can bound to cancerous cells selectively by shifting their resonance frequencies
relative to the dielectric medium [8]. This would be the result of changing dielectric medium
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which in this case would be blood. Once these cells have attached themselves to the unde-
sired human cells, they can be excited at their particular resonant plasmon frequency for
the specic wavelength, for example, through a laser beam, and eradicating the cancerous
cells by generating heat in the cell. Shiraga et al. [8] utilized once of the basic metama-
terial design, a split ring resonator (SRR), upon which live cancerous cells were cultured
in a medium comparable to the human blood. She studied the changes in the reection of
the SRR relative to the changing dielectric medium. As a result, she was able to design a
highly sensitive, whole cell probation enabled, novel cellular sensor. A similar research has
been conducted by Willets et al. [12] whereby she utilized shift in resonance frequency of
the localized surface plasmon as a spectroscopic and sensing device. She implemented this
by employing the plasmon's spectral location and its sensitivity to the local environment to
detect which the diagnosis of \any disease with an associated biomarker and antibody pair,
for example, ovarian cancer.
Figure 2.10 A split ring resonator (SRR) biosensor optimized using FDTD to detect changes
in dielectric environment [8].
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2.4.3 Invisible Cloaks
Pendry et al. [9] was amongst the rst to introduce the concept of an invisibility
cloak as depicted in the Figure 2.11. Henceforth, it has been studied in detail by many
researchers [24, 15, 29] in various ways with peculiar geometery such as polygonal cloak,
elliptical cloak, cuboidal cloak [30] and so forth. The invisibility cloak has been designed
by tempering the traditional conservative quantities of electromagnetism, that is, electric
displacement eld, ~D, the magnetic eld intensity, ~B, and the Poynting vector, ~S such that
these elds can be made to avoid an object and ow around them unhindered and returning
to the original path. This design was further optimized by researcher Shengying et al. [31]
who studied the dispersion eect of the invisibility cloak using the the simplied Drude
dispersion model which until then was not studied.
Figure 2.11 Illustration of the invisibility cloak at the molecular level [9]. The incoming
incident rays, as a result of the material properties, \bend" around the molecules, making
the cloak appear seemingly invisible.
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2.5 Construction of Electromagnetic Metamaterials
2.5.1 Electromagnetic Wave Absorption Theory
Upon incident electromagnetic radiation on a given material's surface [32, 33, 34],
the various ways in which these waves intersect with medium is through the following;
reectance, R (!), transmittance, T (!), absorbance, A (!), scattering or excitation of the
surface electromagnetic waves induced by the surface plasmon polaritons (see Section 2.5.2).
All electromagnetic metamaterials designs rely on the above mentioned properties which
grants easy access for electromagnetic radiation to propagate through the boundary. Since
noble metals such as lossy silver, gold, chromium etc. and dielectrics are such they are being
extensively used in the construction. However, in the real design, the actual choice of the
materials depend on the particular function that the MM is proposed to serve. For example,
resonant MMs is required in the design of a cloak [6] whereas in the design of an invisible
cloak, non-resonant MMs are deployed.
2.5.2 Surface Plasmons
Surface plasmons are electromagnetic excitations that are present between two adja-
cent layers of a metal-dielectric composite in the presence of an incoming electromagnetic
radiation. These excitations create polarized oscillations at the metal-dielectric interface
as illustrated in Figure 2.13. These oscillations have an associated electromagnetic eld as
shown in Figure 2.12 [10]. As a result, a complete metal-dielectric composite system is ob-
tained in which the metallic constituent has an oscillating electron cloud and the dielectric
medium experiencing an electromagnetic wave. These eects fades away exponentially in
the respective medium. Hence, a more accurate term for the surface plasmons is coined as
surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). In the dielectric environment, the penetration depth is
approximately 
2
of the incident wavelength whereas in the metallic environment it is deter-
mined by skin depth [11, 12]. As a result SPPs can be visualized as an unique case of surface
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waves. The term surface plasmon can be simultaneously used as polarized oscillations of
metallic nanostructures alongside electromagnetic excitations [5]. SPPs can either be clas-
sied as propagating surface plasmons (PSPs) or localized surface plasmons (LSPs). The
term plasmonics is synthesised to explain the relation between metals, their electromagnetic
response to light and optical phenomena.
2.5.2.1 Propagating Surface Plasmons
If the SPPs propagate along the metal and dielectric interface [11, 12], as the name
suggests, they are classied as propagating surface plasmons as presented in Figure 2.12 and
Figure 2.13 These waves decay exponentially away from the interface into both the metal
and the dielectric constituents as illustrated in Figure 2.13 B). Since the decay length of
the dielectric component d is dierent from the decay length of the metal m, as expected,
the behavior of the propagating surface plasmons is sensitive to changes in the dielectric
environment.
Metal
Dielectric
Materials
Air
Figure 2.12 Representation of an electromagnetic eld generated by the localized surface
plasmons generated at the metal-dielectric interface [10].
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Figure 2.13 A) Illustrates the electromagnetic excitations or collective polarized oscillations
of SPPs propagating along the x direction. Hy is the magnetic eld that is perpendicular
to the propagating waves (shown as coming out of the page). Figure 2.13 B) illustrates
the electric eld's exponential decay in the metal and the dielectric medium represented
respectively by m and d [11].
2.5.2.2 Localized Surface Plasmons
Localized surface plasmons (LSPs) are non-propagating electromagnetic excitations
that surrounds the metallic nanostructures. For this case, the incident light interact with
nano-metallic structures that are much smaller than the incident wavelength. This results
in polarizated oscillations that only occurs around the particular nanoparticle. This phe-
nomenon is shown in Figure 2.14 whereby the the blue spheres represent the nanoparticles.
In addition, LSPs are sensitive to the changes in the dielectric medium.
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Figure 2.14 Non-propagating electromagnetic excitations or polarized oscillation surround-
ing only the isolated metallic nanoparticles [12].
2.5.3 Noble Metals
The optical properties of noble metals have been discussed by many authors [35, 36,
5, 6] but for our purposed, two fundamental properties of metals especially noble metals are
mentioned;
 The free electrons are able to pass through the bulk material without any restraint in any
given direction since noble metals are isotropic homogenous materials
 If the energy of a particular photon is greater than the energy of the band gap for the
given metal, interband excitations will occur.
This means that in the presence of an electromagnetic eld as shown in Figure 2.12 [37],
the electrons are displaced which results in a temporary dipole moment whose relation is
represented by Equation 2.24, where g is the unit charge and ~r is the displacement vector
for the unit charge. The total dipole moments of all the electrons in the bulk material can
result in macroscopic polarization.
4~p = q4 ~r (2.24)
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2.5.3.1 Drude Model
One of the most common models that is used to describe \free electrons" behavior
of common realistic materials such as metals and dielectic medium is the Drude model [38].
Almost all metamaterials are composed of some sort of resonant particles such as free elec-
trons which are displaced as a result of incoming radiation. Since, in the construction of our
metamaterial devices, gold, silver, alumina (Al2O3) etc. materials are employed, whose in-
teractions with the electromagnetic radiation is determined by the free electrons, a thorough
study of the Drude-Model [35] is in order to understand the oscillating particles. The simple
Drude model states that free electrons oscillate 180o out of phase relative to the driving
electric eld which is why most metals posses a negative dielectric constant[36]. Considering
only eects of the free electrons, the relation is shown in the Equation 2.25 [36, 39, 16]
me
@2~r
@t2
+mee
@~r
@t
= eE0e
 i!t; (2.25)
whereby e is the charge, me eective mass of the free electrons, ~r is the displacement vector
of the free electrons E0 is the electric eld's amplitude and ! is the working frequency and
 is the damping constant of the electrons. Solving the Equation 2.25 using ~r(t) = r0e
 i!t
and the relation,  = 1 +
j~P j
0j ~Ej The simple drude model can be written as follows;
Drude (!) = 1 
!2p
!2 + i!
= 1  !
2
p
!2 + 2
+ i
!2p
! (!2 + 2)
;
(2.26)
where
q
ne2
me0
the volume plasma frequency and n is the total number of individual dipole
moments. Table 2.1 shows the properties of some noble metals used in the construction of
MMs in the visible regime using data gathered from the CST microwave 2012.
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Noble Metals !1 (s 1) !p (s 1)  (s 1)
Ag 6:0 1:5 1016 7:73 1013
Au 10 1:37 1016 1:1 1014
Cr 3:2 3:5 1015 6:05 1014
Al 1 2:4 1016 1:1 1015
Table 2.1 Comparison of material properties of some common noble metals used in the
construction of MMs. Information obtained from CST Mircrowave Studio 2012 material's
library.
2.5.4 Eective Medium Theory
An electromagnetic metamaterial is usually composed of metallic nanostructures that
are some fraction of the incident wavelength, sub-wavelength tructures. Despite being minute
in nature when compared to the actual wavelength, they are still able to posses their own
dielectric identity. The composite composed of metallic nanostructures, destroys the isotropic
homogeneity of the macroscopic material and provides uneven terrain creating overlapping or
screening charges. This makes the calculation of individual polarization (see Equation 2.24)
of a given dipole an impossible task. The local elds, changed by the uneven charges, exhibit
irregular elds. Under certain condition [40, 41, 37] a second average can be calculated
which represents the composite as a dielectric function ". The result of this second average
is known as the Eective Medium Theory (EMT). Therefore, EMT, is a more convenient
way to characterize the polarization of the macroscopic composite. One of the common
procedures is to obtain this average by applying an external electric eld, ~E, and then solve
the Laplace's equation for the microscopic eld as a function of geometry and the individual
dielectric constituents. The average eld is typically applied by capacitor plates so that the
following ~E (~r0) along with its corresponding displacement eld, ~D (~r0) is achieved and then "
obtained from the relation ~D = " ~E. However, this second average for the EMT is not without
limitations which has been discussed in length by researcher Aspnes [37]. In a detailed study
by Koschny et al. [40], the EMT was successfully utilized to study metamaterial structures
such as cut wires and split ring resonators of periodic arrangement to study transmission
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and reectance to determine the eective  and .
2.5.4.1 Alternatives to Noble Metals
One of the major setbacks of traditional building blocks of metamaterials such as
gold and silver is that the construction of such sub-wavelength metallic nanostructures,
for the Eective Medium Theory to be placed eectively placed in action, undermines the
manufacturing and fabrication process. In addition, the optical properties of noble metals
like Au and Ag are not tunable [42] and cannot be scaled to t the simulated metamaterial
design. Furthermore, noble metals also refuse to be easily embedded in the dielectric media
and a secondary compatible media is needed such as chromium as shown in Figure 2.15.
Figure 2.15 Illustration of an adhesive inter layer to override the compatibility of some
noble metals to the dielectric layer
As a result, researchers have started to focus on alternatives to noble metals. Re-
searchers Naik et al. [42] have proposed Al : ZnO as a replacement for the metallic con-
stituent for a plasmonic metamaterial construction. They replaced gold with a heavily doped
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Al : ZnO and were able to characterize a nonresonant MMs with a very low absorbance.
The MM created with this substitute showed all the typical responses and tunability of a
traditional metamaterial absorber while boasting the ease in fabrication.
2.5.5 Inuence of dielectric environment
The other component of an electromagnetic metamaterial design is the dielectric me-
dia, therefore, it is important to understand the eect of this component on the desired
responses. Usually MMs are constructed with a three layer design of metal-dielectric-metal
sandwich model as shown in the Figure 2.16. From Figure 2.13, it can be seen that the
electric eld's exponential decay, d, depends on the dielectric microscopic material proper-
ties. In addition, the d is also aected by the macroscopic property, that is, the dielectric
thickness. Hence, it is established that in the design and optimization of plasmonic broad-
band absorbers, the dielectric media is a crucial parameter. In a study to investigate the
eect of the dielectric spacer on the absorptive responses, Li et al. [15] created a dual-band
metamaterial absorber consisting of two dierent elements in the the same unit cell struc-
ture. He discovered that the dielectric spacer thickness, when varied from 0.3mm - 0.8mm,
exhibited very tiny eects as compared to the eects created by the two metallic elements.
However, there was a very tiny blueshift the absorption peaks as a well tiny improvemen. In
another study conducted by Drachev et al. [43], the surface roughness of the dielectric media
was analyzed by fabricating dierent grating samples with various degrees of roughness. His
results, as expected, showed that the roughness increased losses at the plasmonic resonances
which was induced by the increased in the frequency of the electrons collision rate as a result
of uneven terrain. Surprisingly, the roughness did not aect the permittivity of the dielectric
media.
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Figure 2.16 Representation of a single unit celled electromagnetic metamaterial constructed
with a metal-dielectric-metal or \sandwich" scheme.
2.6 Absorptive and dispersive Materials
As shown in Figure 2.12, the existence of an electromagnetic eld at the metal-
dielectric interface implies that there also exists an electromagnetic energy density in the
medium which is both electrically and magnetically dispersive and absorptive. Since our
study is concerned with the connement and harvesting of energy from such a medium [44],
that is, gold and dielectric, it is of much interest to study their dispersive and absorptive
behavior From a classic point of view, in the presence of an oscillating electric eld, the
particles in the system will act as harmonic oscillators. More accurately, the particles in the
system can be treated as damped harmonic oscillators. Assuming the material is isotropic,
therefore the restoring force is the same in all direction, a simple relationship for the induced
dipole moment, P , can be written as follows,
@2 ~P
@t2
+ e
@ ~P
@t
+ !2eo ~P = 0!
2
ep
~E; (2.27)
whereby, e is the electronic damping constant, !eo is the resonance frequency and !ep is
the electric plasma frequency describing the relation between the oscillators and the electric
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eld. ~P is the polarization dipole moment, ~E is the electric eld and 0 is the dielectric of
the free space. For a time dependence harmonic excitation eld, the permittivity can be
written as shown in Equation 2.28.
 (!) = 1  !
2
ep
!2   !2e0 + ie!
(2.28)
A similar equation can be written for an oscillating magnetic eld the induced mag-
netic moment, M , takes the following form,
@2 ~M
@t2
+ m
@ ~M
@t
+ !2mo ~P = 0!
2
mp
~H; (2.29)
whereby, m is the magnetic damping constant, !mo is the magnetic oscillators' resonance
frequency and !mp is the magnetic plasma frequency describing the relation between the
oscillators and the magnetic eld. ~H is the magnetic eld and 0 is the magnetic permeability
of the medium. Similar to the permittivity's time dependence harmonic eld excitation, the
time dependence harmonic excitation eld for the permeability can be written as shown in
Equation 2.30.
 (!) = 1  !
2
mp
!2   !2m0 + im!
(2.30)
Because this research was interested in the absorptivity of the electromagnetic energy,
the construction of a Poynting vector [44, 39] provides quantitative measure of the energy of
the incident wave.
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2.6.1 Pyonting Theorem
The Poynting vector is the conservation of electromagnetic energy over a given surface
and can be written as the following,
~S =
Z


~E  ~H

d~: (2.31)
2.6.2 Conservation of Energy
Using Equations 2.27 and 2.29, Equation 2.32 can be be rewritten in the form of an
energy density,
 
Z
v
@u
@t
dV =
Z
V
0@ e
0!2ep
@ ~P@t

2
+
0m
!2mp
@ ~M@t

2
1A dV: (2.32)
The calculation of u will yield the total energy density. The physical meaning of the
Equation 2.32 represents the energy ow through the boundary surfaces of the volume V
per unit time.
From Equations 2.27 - 2.30, the rate of energy loss by the absorptive dissipation in
the volume. [45, 44, 16] is written as follows;
q = qe+ qm
=
*
e
0!2ep
@ ~P@t

2
+
0m
!2mp
@ ~M@t

2+
=
1
2
0!Im (!) jEj2 + 1
2
0!Im (!) jHj2 :
(2.33)
From the above equation it can be observed that the rate of energy that dissipates in
the absorptive and dispersive medium takes into account both the real part and imaginary
parts of the electric permitivitty and magnetic permeability. Hence, the relation can be seen
by Equation 2.34 whereby the amount of heat that is absorbed in the system is converted
to heat which is governed by the above equation.
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A =
Z
v
qdV (2.34)
2.7 Narrow-Band Perfect Metamaterial Absorber (PAs)
The concept of creating a PA is embedded in the fact that in order to develop a
unity absorber, an absorbance, A (!), of 100 % is required. Therefore, one needs to reduce
\transmittance", T (!), as well as reduce \reectance", R (!), to value of zero. This relation
is given in the Equation 2.37. The reectance can be taken to a value of zero by decoupling
 and  and then individually tuning their respective frequencies such that  = . Once this
has been achieved, the MM composite can be impedance-matched to free space resulting in
zero reectance. A perfectly impedance mathced MM composite can result in zero reectance
but making the transmittance go to zero is a tricky business which is essential in order to
realize an absorbance of zero. The transmittance of the MM composite can then be tailored,
for example, through the addition of a dielectric layer so that the it goes to zero or through
the addition of multiple layers, hence, achieving an unity absorbance. Of importance is to
note using this procedure to achieve unity absorbance is through the manipulation of the real
parts of the  and . On the other hand, it is also feasible to obtain a high absorbance by
boosting one or both the imaginary parts of the  and . Equations (2.37-2.36) represents the
formula to calculate absorbance following the Electromagnetic Wave Absorption Theory (see
Section 2.5.1) whereby Equation 2.36 shows the same calculation performed using complex
frequency dependent 2-port S-parameters, S11 and S21.
A (!) = 1  T (!) R (!) (2.35)
A (!) = 1  jS21j2   jS11j2 (2.36)
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2.7.1 Perfect Impedance Matching
Impedance matching or more accurately impedance matching to free space is a widely
used tool employed in the metamaterials research community. It is employed to create perfect
or broadband absorbers by bringing the reection from the metal-dielectric interface to zero.
The perfect impedance matching (PIM) [13, 46, 16] theory states that in order to achieve a
condition of zero reection, the eective impedance has to be equal to the impedance of the
free space, that is, Z = Z0. The PIMs theory can be used to explain the perfect absorbance
characteristic or MMs as shown by the equation below given that the transmittance has been
eliminated through the use of a thick ground plane.
A (!) = 1  T (!) R (!)
= 1 R (!)
(2.37)
Equation 2.38 represents eective impedance and Equation 2.39 represents the impedance
of the free space.
Z =
r


(2.38)
Z0 =
r
0
0
(2.39)
Given that reection can be represented by Equation [16],
R (!) =
Z   Z0Z + Z0
2 : (2.40)
The perfect absorbance can be evaluated as shown below,
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A (!) = 1 R (!)
= 1 
Z   Z0Z + Z0
2
= 1  jZ   Z0j2
= 1  jZ   Z0j
= 1 
r  
r
0
0
 :
(2.41)
The above expression is of immense importance as it has been fundamentally employed to
achieve perfect or broadband absorbance. The parameters in the above expression can be
calculated using S-parameters through tailoring one or a combination of them and then
perfect impedance matching to free space can be attained via electrical, , or magnetic, 
coupling or decoupling.
2.7.2 Resonant Absorbers
2.7.3 Previous Modeling Designs
2.7.3.1 Split Ring Resonators
One of the most widely used metamaterial device is a electric ring resonator(ERR)
as illustrated in the Figure 2.9. Landy et al. [13] fashioned a narrow band perfect absorber
using a dual-paired electric ring resonator connected using using a cut wire (CW) as can be
observed in Figure 2.17 a). In his research, by changing the geometry of the cut wire and the
separation distance of ERR and CW, he was eectively able to tune the magnetic response
without changing the ERR and eventually decouple  and  and tune each the resonances
individually. He then applied a similar procedure outlined in Section 2.7 to achieve a perfect
metamaterial absorber. The simulations veried by experimental results displayed a sharp,
narrow peak in the GHz regime at 11.2 GHz. The set back of Landy's PA was that it was
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polarization sensitive which had been improved upon by researchers Wakatsuchi et al. [47]
and Tuong et al. [14]
2.7.3.2 Parallel Cut Wires
In a similar study to the one conducted by Landy, Tuong et al. [14] conducted an inves-
tigation on the relationship between the absorbance and the reectance of an I-shaped MM
composite, designed as a repeating pattern of metal (ERR)-dielectric-metal (CW) scheme.
The dielectric component, FR-4, was sandwiched between two lossy copper components. It
was a modied structure from the Landy's dual-shaped ERR with unique dierence in design
being that the C corners of the dual-electric ring resonators were removed to create the I
structure as represented in the Figure 2.17.
Figure 2.17 Schematic representation of Landy et al. [13] origianl structure (a) and the
Tuong et al. [14] modied structure (b).
Toung discovered a strong correlation between reection, due to the "g" in the \C"
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corners and absorbance since transmittance was almost totally extinct in the dielectric
medium. she was able to demonstrate a much simpler structure as compared to Landy's
which was still able to achieve a sharp, resonant peak in the GHz region just by changing
the geometry of ERR without changing the separation distance or the center. The simpli-
ed I-shaped structure is yet another testimony of the exibility and scalability of a MM
composite and its strong dependence and on the conguration of its building blocks.
2.7.3.3 Even Leaf Shapes in Nature
The spectral resonant peaks of perfect absorbers as shown by many researchers [39,
48, 49] has been unsymmetrical. In order to improve upon the symmetry of PAs, re-
searchers [50, 51, 52] have focused considerable attention in the symmetrical nature of
their design which becomes yet another salient feature of PAs. This is because in addi-
tion to the near unity peaks, it also caters for polarization insensitivity of the incoming
illuminance. In such a research, Tuong et al. [27] was able to demonstrate a perfectly
polarization-independent structure through the utilization of a four petaled ower-shaped
structure (FSS). The FSS, constructed of an intersection of two overlapping circles, boasted
an extremely easy to customise frequency peak by varying the radius of the circles, thus,
adding an additional advantage to it.
Employing a similar three layer design of metal-dielectric-metal sandwich model as
mentioned above [14, 27], she was able to demonstrate an even sharper and more symmetrical
peak as compared to earlier works [13, 14, 47]. Such a sharp, well dened, perfect absorber
would be a huge contribution in applications like bolometers.
2.8 Broadband Metamaterial Absorber
2.8.1 Multiple sub-cells within the unit cell
In all the above cases, of great interest has been to achieve a sharp resonant peak
almost close to unity arising from the plasmon resonance of the controlled structured nano-
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particle arrangement of the electromagnetic metamaterial and controlling the position of the
peak. However, the concept of broadband or multi-band has begun to surface when the
shape of these resonance peaks were given greater emphasis [53]. This has led to increase
eorts in the creation of broadband perfect absorbers. Berkovitch et al. [53] has been able
to demonstrate a broadband absorber in the Near Infrared Regime (NIR) which employs
two resonant plasmonic peaks conceived by constructing a unit cell with two nanoantennas
(transverse and longitudinal arrangement) of typical sizes greater than 50nm while at the
same time trying to reduce coupling between them. He was able to achieve this by demon-
strating that plasmonic behavior of nanoparticles is \wide" which is a result of Ohmic losses
by the imaginary part of the materials permiitivity and scattering of light by the particles via
radiation losses. He used a energy splitting scheme for the dierent nanoantennas to suppress
coupling. In a similar research, which is also an extension of Landy's cut-wires, Wakatsuchi
et al. [47] was able to characterize a broadband absorber by careful, periodic arrangement of
several cut-wires within the same unit cell. He deduced from his investigations that the CW
metamaterials had two types of resonances: electric and magnetic and by tailoring them
individually and then combining them a broadband spectrum in the GHz regime can be
attained. The idea of introducing multiple CWs was to obtain many absorption peaks which
through interaction with other polarization can result in a broadband. Furthermore, he
showed the customisable absorptance characteristics of each of this CWs were dependent on
the \lossy and the resistive" nature of the CWs when placed on perfect electric conductors
(PEC). Wakatsuchi's research was further veried numerically by Wang et al. [25] who used
multiple SRR as part of his unit celled metamaterial to show the correlation between the
absorption peaks and the electric and magnetic resonances.
2.8.2 Fractal plasmonic metamaterial broadband aborber
In addition to the above mentioned practice of achieving a broadband spectrum
through multiple sub-cells combined within a unit cell, fractal designs also provide a very
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useful platform to design and characterize perfect broadband absorbers. This is because frac-
tals provide self-similar, space lling and sub-wavelength perforations on the manufactured
MM surface which can represent every single wavelength of the visible regime. Maragechi
et al. [48] utilized the widely studied Sierpinski's gasket fractal design to show the increase
in absorptance power and enhanced THz radiation emission with increasing orders of frac-
tal design. He attributed this increase to the increased broadband at various frequencies
as a result of multi-resonances achieved by the fractal conguration which in turn induced
coupling between the sub-wavelength structures.
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CHAPTER 3
FINITE-DIFFERENCE TIME-DOMAIN (FDTD) SIMULATION
In order to understand the plasmonic resonance eects and its relation with the elec-
tromagnetic radiation propagating through the macroscopic metamaterial composite, it is
essential to study Maxwell's Equations separately for the noble metals and the dielectric
media as within their framework the behavior of EM waves in metals and dielectrics can be
completely characterized. The polarization of matter as discussed in Section 1.1
3.1 Maxwell's Equations
Maxwell's equations not only satisfy electromagnetic radiation of the short wavelength
but also of longer wavelengths as demonstrated by Hertz in any medium. The general
macroscopic Maxwell's equations which also accounts for the properties of the medium [2,
1, 54, 55], can be written in the dierential form as follows;
5 ~E =  @
~B
@t
; (3.1)
5 ~H = ~J + @
~D
@t
; (3.2)
5  ~D = c; (3.3)
5  ~B = 0: (3.4)
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Where, ~E is the electric eld in V
m
, ~H is the magnetic eld in A
m
, ~J is the electric current
density in A
m2
, ~D is the electric displacement in C
m2
, ~B is the magnetic ux density in Wb
m2
and
 is the charge density in C
m3
.
3.1.1 Maxwell's Equations in Noble Metals
Additional considerations to relate ~D and ~H to other elds are implemented to give
~D = 0 ~E and ~B = 0 ~H and since silver is a conducting medium, Ohm's law for a conducting
medium is taken into account, ~J =  ~E. Whereby, 0 is the permittivity, 0 is the permeability
and  is the electrical conductivity. Hence, the Maxwell's equations for the noble metals can
be written as follows;
5 ~E =  @
~B
@t
=  0@
~H
@t
; (3.5)
5 ~H = ~J + @
~D
@t
=  ~E + 0
@ ~E
@t
; (3.6)
5  ~D = c; (3.7)
5  ~B = 0: (3.8)
Taking the curl of Equation 3.5 and combing it with Equation 3.6 yields the charge conser-
vation or continuity equation as shown below.
55 ~E + 0@
~E
@t
+ 00
@2 ~E
@t2
= 0 (3.9)
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By applying the vector identity
55 (: : :) = 5 (5  : : :) 52 (: : :) ; (3.10)
to Equation 3.9 and assuming no charges are present, the following wave equation for ~E is
obtained.
52 ~E   0@
~E
@t
  00@
2 ~E
@t2
= 0 (3.11)
By taking the curl of Equation 3.6 and combining it with Equation 3.5, the corresponding
wave equation for ~H is obtained.
52 ~H   0@
~H
@t
  00@
2 ~H
@t2
= 0 (3.12)
3.1.2 Maxwell's Equations in Dielectrics
Similarly, Maxwell's equations for waves in the dielectric media can be written with
the exception that there are no additional free charges than those bound at the atomic level.
To write these equations for the dielectric media, additional considerations such as those
in Section 3.1.1 are taken into account to relate ~D and ~H to other elds. These relations
are ~D = 0 ~E + ~P and ~B = 0 ~H + ~M whereby ~P = 0 ~E and ~M = 0 ~H where ~P is
the polarization vector and  is the displacement. Hence, the Maxwell's equations for the
dielectric media can be written as follows:
5 ~E =  @
~B
@t
; (3.13)
c25 ~B = @
@t
 
~P
0
+ ~E
!
; (3.14)
5  ~E =  5 
~P
0
; (3.15)
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5  ~B = 0: (3.16)
Following similar procedures as in Equation 3.9 - 3.10, the wave equation in terms of polar-
ization for the dielectric media can be written as shown below;
52 ~E   1
c2
@2 ~E
@t2
=   1
0
5

5  ~P

+
1
0c2
@2 ~P
@t2
: (3.17)
3.2 Numerical Solutions for Maxwell's equations
In order to facilitate the easy calculation and simulation of the above mentioned
equations, we employ the commercial Computer Simulation Technology (CST) package with
various inbuilt solvers. CST Microwave Studio is a 3D high frequency domain solver which
was used to construct the model and predict the scattering response. The method that has
been used extensively in my research is the Finite-Dierence-Time-Domain(FDTD) through
the application of the Frequency Domain Solver as well as the transient solver.
3.3 Model Progression
The following paragraphs guide us through the creation and simulation of rst and
higher order absorbers and the process that is adapted in the optimization and tunability of
these absorbers.
3.3.1 Constructing the CAD model
The absorbers, as presented in Figure 3.1, are created using a bottom up approach.
A \metal-dielectric-metal" or \sandwich" model is generally implemented by rst specifying
a thick metallic ground plane to eliminate any transmission that might occur during the
simulation process, followed by the dielectric part, the metallic nano-particle antenna and a
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layer of vacuum (not shown here). More specically all of our models are constructed using
\ silver-Al2O3-silver" sandwich scheme. The purpose of simulating our models in vacuum is
to eliminate any scattering or dispersion that would occur in the presence of particulates in
the air. This is to ensure that the total normal incident radiation is reaching the top surface
of the model in question.
Figure 3.1 a) Schematics of a rst order petal shaped fractal nano-antenna. b) Second
order petal shaped fractal nano-shaped antenna.
3.3.2 Determine the Material Properties
The material properties of the silver, a lossy material, had an electrical conductivity of
6:3012 107 S=m and 0 of 1. The silver was characterized by the drude model as discussed
in Section 2.5.3.1 with plasma frequency of !p = 1:37 1016s 1 and the collision frequency
 = 8:5  10 12. For the visible regime, this model was deemed sucient to describe the
motion of free electrons inside the the silver metal.
The alumina (Al2O3), a 96% lossy material, was characterized by a pole-zero disper-
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Constituent Parameter Description Parameter Value (nm)
Nanoparticle
Wp particle width 50
Lp particle length 50
Tp particle thickness 30
Dielectric
Wd dielectric width 60
Ld dielectric length 60
Td dielectric thickness 12
Substrate
Ws substrate width 60
Ls substrate length 60
Ts substrate thickness 1
Table 3.1 Critical parameters used in the construction of a nano-particle sized unit celled
antenna for the First Order Absorber design.
sion model with a electric tangent delta of 0.0004 at 1MHz. This tangent dispersion model
for the dissipation of electromagnetic energy is equivalent to the rst order Debye model. In
comparison to a Debye model, the real part of the permittivity, 
0
0, is 9.4 and the imaginary
part of the permittivity, 
00
0 varies from 1:0  10 12 to 2:6  10 12 with a 0 of 1. The dif-
ferences in these permittivity values, contribute varying electric and magnetic response to
time varying electromagnetic radiation at a certain resonance frequency, thus, providing a
frequency dependent response of the dielectric material. All materials in the construction of
the nano-antenna is considered non-magnetic, that is,  = 0 and homogenous. Table 3.1
describes the commonly used parameters in the construction of a unit-celled nano-antenna.
3.3.3 Periodic Boundary Conditions
In order to imitate the macroscopic structure of this simple nano-antenna design, our
simple unit-celled cuboidal antenna is simulated using periodic boundary conditions which
extends innitely in the x^y^ plane as depicted in the Figure 3.2. This makes our simulation
time and eort tremendously easier as only the single unit cell has to be studied which can
be extrapolated for the macroscopic structure.
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Figure 3.2 Illustration of the periodic boundary condition for the unit-celled structure).
3.3.4 Plane Wave Excitation and Wave Ports
A transverse electric (TE) plane wave is specied at the top of domain and propagated
in the negative z-direction. Two ports were created in the positive and negative z - direction
as illustrated in Figure 3.3. The plane polarized TEM light was simulated in the  z to +z
direction , that is, perfectly electric in the y^z^ plane and perfectly magnetic in the x^z^ plane.
The response of the structure is then monitored for a range of electromagnetic radiation from
a frequency of 300THz to 800THz.
3.3.5 FDTD simulation
3.3.5.1 Time Domain Solver
Solves the aforementioned Maxwell's equations for metal and dielectric in time. The
purpose of the time domain solver is to retrieve S-parameters for various S-parameter or
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Figure 3.3 The electric and the magnetic components of the waveguide at the inlet port.
antenna problem. By simulating the structure at a prior port denition via a broadband
signal, it enables the s-parameters to be obtained for the entire desired frequency regime.
3.3.5.2 Frequency Domain Solver
Solves the aforementioned Maxwell's equations for metal and dielectric in frequency
space. Similar to the transient solver, the frequency domain solver obtains the S-parameters.
The advantage of the frequency domain solver over the time domain solver lies in the fact
that it can easily and quickly calculate S-parameters when the response of a carefully chosen
limited number of samples in a preferable frequency domain needs to be performed. This
proves more ecient in terms of simulation time and runs especially for a fewer number of
mesh cells.
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3.3.6 Field Monitors
Field monitors are applied to the simulations to more accurately visualize and provide
a greater insight at the behavior of electromagnetic distribution inside the plasmonic meta-
material structures. It can be dened using the frequency or the time. In my research the
eld monitors were placed at the resonant frequencies of the surface plasmons to study the
behavior of the structures. The eld monitors that were employed in my cases were the
following: 1) The electric eld monitor describes the distribution of the electric eld at the
resonant frequencies. 2) The magnetic eld monitor describes the magnetic eld distribution
at the resonant frequencies. 3) The Surface Current Density Monitor uses the mgnetic elds
on the surfaces of lossy materials to calculate the surface currents there. 4) The power ow
monitor stores the pyonting vector of the electromagnetic eld and 5) The power loss density
monitor calculates the specic absorption rates at the specied frequency usually divided
over a specied mass.
3.3.7 Scattering Parameters or S-parameters
S-parameters has been one of the most versatile tool that has been extensively em-
ployed to interpret more clearly our numerical results. All of our modeling designs were
simulated using a two-port network system as shown in the Figure 3.4.The scattering pa-
rameters are calculated from the normalized intensity at the both of the ports to assist in
our understanding of the absorption at the resonant frequencies.
a1 =
EM1 + I1
p
Z0
2
p
Z0
(3.18)
a2 =
EM2 + I2
p
Z0
2
p
Z0
(3.19)
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Figure 3.4 Schematics of normalized s-parameters applied in the calculation of absorptance.
b1 =
EM1   I1
p
Z0
2
p
Z0
(3.20)
b2 =
EM2   I2
p
Z0
2
p
Z0
(3.21)
Where a1 and b1 are incident electromagnetic radiation and Z0 is the impedance. The
relations between the s-parameters and a1 and b1 are expressed in the Equations 3.22 - 3.24.
s11 =
 b1a1

a2=0
=
EM1   I1
p
Z0
EM1 + I1
p
Z0
(3.22)
s21 =
 b2a1

a2=0
=
EM2   I2
p
Z0
EM1 + I1
p
Z0
(3.23)
s22 =
 b2a2

a2=0
=
EM2   I2
p
Z0
EM2 + I2
p
Z0
(3.24)
s12 =
 b1a2

a2=0
=
EM1   I1
p
Z0
EM2 + I2
p
Z0
(3.25)
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3.3.8 Absorption Calculation
These scattering parameters were then used to dene the absorptivity and the re-
ectivity from the view point of the top most port above the device. Because the silver
substrate had a sucient thickness, the transmissivity from port 1 to port 2 (S12) was as-
sumed and conrmed by the simulation to be zero. This resulted in simplication of the
scattering parameters. Dening a energy balance, A(!) + R(!) + T(!) = 1, where A(!)
is the absorptivity, R(!) is the reectivity and T(!) is the transmissivity. The reectivity
can be dened as scattering parameter R(!) = jS11j2 and hence the absorptivity can be
dened as A(!) =1-jS11j2. Equations 3.26 - 3.27 describes the relationship between the s-
parameters, absorption and ultimately the heat generation in the plasmonic meta-material
nano structures.
A (!) = 1  T (!) R (!) (3.26)
A (!) = 1  jS21j2   jS11j2 (3.27)
The equations below show the relation between the s-parameters and the impedance
matching which if of great interest since impedance matching has been extensively employed
to obtain zero reection.
Z = 
s
(1 + S11)
2   S221
(1  S11)2   S221
(3.28)
Equation 3.28 can be reduced to Equation 3.29 because of S21 tending to zero as a result of
thick ground plane.
Z = 
s
(1 + jS11j)2
(1  jS11j)2
= (1 + jS11j)
(1  jS11j) (3.29)
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Z =
r


=
r
1 + i2
1 + i2
(3.30)
Z =
r


=
r
1 + i2
1 + i2
=
s
(1 + jS11j)2
(1  jS11j)2
(3.31)


=
1 + i2
1 + i2
=
(1 + jS11j)2
(1  jS11j)2
(3.32)
jS11j =
q
S211R + S
2
11I
(3.33)


=
1 + i2
1 + i2
=

1 +
q
S211R + S
2
11I
2

1 
q
S211R + S
2
11I
2 (3.34)
3.3.9 Model Modication
Once the simulation has been conducted and the s-parameters extracted, the eld
monitors are studied at the desired resonant frequencies to analyze the behavior of the EM
radiation at the resonant modes. The parameters exhibiting desirable properties are noted
which are used for the creation of higher order absorbers or to allow for the tunability of
the spectral peak by individually tuning the magnetic and/or electric resonance or the real
or imaginary part of the electric permitivitty or magnetic permeability. Depending on the
nature of the need, the steps from subsections 3.3.5 - 3.3.8 are recalculated and similar
analysis conducted.
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CHAPTER 4
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
4.1 Design Rationale
Since the entire objective of our studies is to create a perfect broadband absorber in
the visible region, this research commenced with a thorough study of perfect peak absorbers
(PAs) in the various regimes of the electromagnetic spectrum. The examples below show
the characterization of perfect absorbers in the GHz and THz region and how they can be
expanded to create a broadband absorber.
4.1.1 Perfect Peak Absorbers
In order to facilitate our understanding of the behavior of PAs, one of the classic
prescription, that is, a split-ring resonator was utilized as shown in Figure 4.1 which is a
close adaptation of Landy's double split-ring resonator (SRR) [13]. The plane polarized TEM
light was simulated in the  u to +u direction , that is, perfectly electric in the v^w^ plane
and perfectly magnetic in the u^w^ plane. An absorption peak in access of 95 % was recorded
in the GHz regime at !0 = 11.2 GHz as illustrated in Figure 4.2. In this design, the perfect
absorption resulted from impedance matching to free space by matching  and . The
results for the split-ring resonator was also veried as presented in Figure 4.3 to show that
the correct modeling including appropriate materials properties were utilized. As depicted
in Figure 4.1, electric coupling was achieved by the two electric ring resonators and magnetic
coupling was achieved by a cut wire (not shown) in the perpendicular direction to the u^. The
purpose of the cut wire was to induce anti-parallel current which gives rise to the magnetic
response. Therefore, electric response and magnetic response was tailored individually which
is essential to decouple  and . This example served to show that perfect absorbers can
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be constructed by employing impedance matching to free space and inducing anti-parallel
currents to tune magnetic resonance.
Figure 4.1 Perfect Absorber using a double split-ring resonator and a parallel cut wire at
the back to provide individual tuning of electric and magnetic responses.
Figure 4.2 Near unity absorption peak in the GHz region !0 = 11.2 GHz.
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Figure 4.3 Validation of the simulated results of the perfect split ring resonator as shown
in Figure 4.2 with experimentation data. The dotted gray lines represents the experimental
results as obtained by researcher Landy et. al [13].
4.1.2 Perfect absorber and its progress to broadband absorber
Having identied the recipe for creating perfect absorbers, the construction of per-
fect broadband absorbers is proposed through the utilization of meta-materials composed
of fractal design as shown in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.4 shows an absorption peak which was
the product of the rst order fractal design. In this design the absorption peak was ob-
tained through through the combined eects of the multi-resonance as a result of the fractal
geometry.
Figure 4.4 First order perfect absorber through the application of fractal design.
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Figure 4.5 Broadband absorber as a result of increasing degree of freedom as a result of
engineered fractal design.
Figure 4.6 A comparison of the bandwidth of the absorption peak in the rst order absorber
with second order absorber with increasing degree of freedom.
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4.1.3 Current Fractal Design
Using the concepts explained in the Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, we strive to characterize
a broadband perfect absorber using a simple unit-cell cuboidal shaped nano-antenna as
depicted in the Figure 4.7. The numerous peaks that are depicted in Figure 4.8 are a
result of multi-resonances from individual squares that we strive to combine to broaden the
absorption spectrum and hence improved heat generation over the entire visible regime.
Figure 4.7 a)First order, b) Second order and c) Third Order with increasing order of
fractal nano-antennas respectively to create a broadband absorber using the hybridization
eect of multi-resonances.
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Figure 4.8 Absorptivity response of the second order absorber (see Figure 4.7 b), to illus-
trate the increase in the number of absorption peaks contributing to a broadband absorber.
4.2 Preliminary Unit Cell Plasmonic Meta-Material Device Design
4.2.1 First Order Absorber
This research commenced with the construction of a unit cell plasmonic device. The
geometry of the plasmonic device is illustrated in Figure 4.9. The design is a rst order
plasmonic structure which utilizes three layers, two metallic layers (silver) and the dielectric
layer (alumina) as is depicted in Figure 4.9. A silver layer with dimensions WG  LG  TG
is used as the substrate (thick ground plane) upon which alumina with dimensions WG 
WG  TD is deposited. The silver nano-antenna with dimensions Wp  Lp  Tp is located
in the geometric center on top of the alumina layer. The purpose of this unit cell was to
determine the optimal dimensions for the fractal length and the dielectric thickness which
would later be used to create higher order fractal plasmonic devices. The plane polarized
TEM light was simulated in the  z to +z direction. The incident electromagnetic radiation
was perfectly electric in the y^z^ plane and perfectly magnetic in the x^z^ plane with periodic
boundary condition in the x^y^ plane as presented in Figure 4.10. Table 4.1 provides the
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description of all the parameters along with the actual values used in the construction of the
nano-antenna (Design A). The silver material was assumed lossy and the dispersion of the
material was described through a Drude model, see parameters in Table 4.2.1. The dielectric
was modeled as alumina (Al2O3) with a lossy Drude model description also found in Table
1. The ground plane had the same material properties as the silver nanoparticle. The air
was assumed loss-less with a permitivity of unity
Figure 4.9 Dimensional illustration of the metamaterial nano-antenna constructed from a
nanoparticle separated from a ground plane with an alumina dielectric. Critical parameters
to this research are the particle width (Wp) and dielectric thickness (TD). The metamaterial
composite is perfectly symmetrical is innite in the x^y^ plane.
As can be observed from Figure 4.10, the ground plane of the composite is constructed
suciently thick enough to hinder any transmission through the cross section of the antenna.
From Table 4.1, the metallic ground plane had a thickness of 80nm which was considered
thick enough to obstruct any transmission.
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Figure 4.10 Front view illustration of the unit cell nano-antenna utilized as Desgin A
containing all the parameters used in the composite construction.
Constituent Parameter Description Parameter Value (nm)
Nanoparticle
Wp particle width 50
Lp particle length 50
Tp particle thickness 30
Dielectric
Wd dielectric width 250
Ld dielectric length 250
Td dielectric thickness 12
Substrate
WG substrate width 250
LG substrate length 250
TG substrate thickness 80
Table 4.1 Critical parameters used in the construction of a nano-particle sized unit celled
antenna to study the interaction eects arising as a result of repeating boundary conditions.
4.2.2 Resonance information for the rst order absorber
After the broadband sweep using the frequency domain solver, the simulation spectra
showed an almost unity sharp absorption peak at !0 = 501 THz as shown Figure 4.11.
From Figure 4.12 c) it can be inferred that the absorption is largely due to the magnetic
inuence and therefore, the resonance frequency can be easily controlled without aecting
the eciency of the absorption peak by changing the dimensional parameters.
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Material Plasma Freq. (!p) [rad/s] Collision Freq (c) [rad/s]
Silver 1.4e16 2.7e13
Alumina 1.4e16 4.1e13
Table 4.2 Dispersion parameters used in the Drude model for the nanoparticle (silver) and
the dielectric (alumina).
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Figure 4.11 Absorptivity response of the silver nano-particle antenna of Design A as shown
in Figure 4.10 with dimensions Wp  Lp  Tp = 50nm  50nm  30nm and a dielectric
thickness of TD = 12nm with electromagnetic radiation propagating in the  zdirection.
To interpret more clearly, the excitation mode is analyzed at the resonant peak by
looking at the current distribution and electric and magnetic eld distribution at that point,
shown respectively in Figure 4.12 a), b) and c). Predominance of anti-parallel current as
shown in Figure 4.12 a) is deemed responsible for the surface-plasmonic resonance induced
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Figure 4.12 At resonant frequency !0 = 501 THz, a) Distribution of the induced (anti-
parallel) current. b) Electric eld distribution. c) Magnetic Field Distribution. d) Distribu-
tion of the the power loss density (absorption).
by the external magnetic eld. In addition, from Figure 4.12 c) it can be understood that the
major electromagnetic energy is dissipated in the capacitors that would be created by the
magnetic dipole mode inside the dielectric part inside the antenna . That is, the dielectric loss
is dominant in achieving the sharp spectra of this simple antenna which supports the classic
belief that the major power loss occurs in the dielectric parts which are the insulator elements
of our metamaterial design. Figure 4.12 d) presents the power loss density conrming that
all the electromagnetic radiation was absorbed in the dielectric media. Furthermore, it
can be inferred that our single cell square shaped antenna posses the ability to concentrate
electromagnetic waves in some specied positions.
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4.2.3 Adaptive Mesh Renement
The simulation of metamaterials are very sensitive to the implementation of the \mesh
cells" during the runs. Variations in mesh environment can give rise to slightly varying
resonant frequencies which can aect the results. One eective way to overcome this hurdle
is to use a technique called \adaptive mesh renement" in the FDTD. In this technique,
the s-parameters are calculated repeatedly with dierent mesh settings until the dierence
between the s-parameters is less than the specied value. Finally, it ensures that the mesh
size is small enough to obtain stable results consistently. To evaluate the testing of meshing
sensitivity on Design A, we ran the simulation with tetrahedral and hexagonal meshing and
also using dierent number of mesh cells at the initiation of the simulation. The results are
presented in Figure 4.13. Pass 1 represents the case where the mesh adaption function was
not implemented. From Pass 1, it can be observed that even though the resonant frequency is
in sync with the other passes, there is a slight discrepancy around 560 THz. Pass 4 presents
the case where the simulation was conducted using a relatively large number of meshing
cells and a more stable result was obtained (see Figure 4.11). From Figure 4.13, it can be
observed that the resonant peak for this design is signicantly insensitive to the sensitivity
of the mesh cells, hence, for a quick design verication, this simulation can be performed
without having to worry about the type and the number of meshing cells.
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Figure 4.13 A comparison between dierent passes in the frequency domain solver of Design
A as shown in Figure 4.10.
4.2.4 Polarization Independence of the First Order Absorber
Due to the perfectly symmetrical nature of our unit-celled design, one would intu-
itively say that the structure is independent of the polarization of the normal incident light.
To conrm this notion, the same structure of Figure 4.9 was simulated for the TM and TE
polarizations. The results are shown in Figure 4.14 which indicates that the absorption is
independent of polarization. This is because the orientation of the magnetic eld of the
normal incident radiation does not change. Hence as discussed in Section 4.2.2, the inuence
of magnetic resonance remains dominant.
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Figure 4.14 A comparison between TE and TM polarization on the absorption eect of the
First Order Absorber of Design A as shown in Figure 4.10.
4.2.5 Comparison of dierent unit-celled nano-antennas
In order to further investigate the eect of geometry of the nano-particle antenna on
the absortion, three dierent unit structures were constructed and simulated in the similar
way as discussed in Section 4.2.1. Figure 4.15 illustrates the three dierent designs that were
considered as the preliminary unit cell antenna a) square, b) diamond and c) a cylindrical
shaped respectively. The results, as presented in Figure 4.16, indicate that for the diamond
and the square scenario, the is no visible shift in the fundamental resonant mode. From
this, it can be inferred that the orientation of the square nano-antenna does not have any
signicant eect on the absorptivity. However, of importance to note is the second and third
resonant modes at the higher end of the spectrum. This is attributed to the sharp edges of
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the diamond shape which induces electromagnetic waves to be concentrated at that specied
location. The cylindrical shaped nano-antenna absorbs much signicantly at the lower end
and at the far end of the spectrum which is actually outside the region of interest, that is, the
visible regime. For this reason, the cylindrical design was abandoned as a potential Design
A antenna.
Figure 4.15 Frequency response of three dierent unit-celled nano-antennas to observe the
inuence of geometry on the absorption response.
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Figure 4.16 The electromagnetic response in terms of absorption for three dierent unit
cells as presented in Figures 4.15 a), b) and c).
4.3 Inuence of nano-particle width and dielectric thickness
Having understood the eect of magnetic resonance as the major contributor on
the absorptivity of our unit-celled solar antenna, the attention shifted to predicting the
absorptivity as a function of geometry by investigating a two parameter design space. More
specically, to understand the inuence of the dielectric thickness and particle width on
the electromagnetic response of our structure. This approach was undertaken to determine
accurately the frequency dependence of the dielectric media as well as the geometry of the
silver nano-antenna. Emphasis on this simulation was focused on the frequency response as
a function of both the particle width and dielectric thickness.
A parameter sweep, of the same design as presented in Figure 4.9, of the particle width
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(Wp) and the dielectric thickness (Td) was calculated and the absorptivity was calculated at
each conguration. The results are shown in Figure 4.17 illustrate the response of the peak
absorption as a function of the two geometry parameters.
A intriguing feature of this gure is the bifurcation of the response with increasing
particle width as illustrated in Figure 4.17. At a particle width of approximately 40nm, the
bifurcation originates resulting in two peak absorption that is dependent on the dielectric
thickness.
The two absorption peaks that comprise the bifurcation can be visualized more clearly
in Figure 4.18, which is a 2D slice of Figure 4.17 at a xed particle width of 80nm. Figure 4.18
(a) and (b) represents the reectivity and absorptivity respectively.
This response can be reasoned based on Equation 2.27, where the polarizability or the
ability to form plasmons dependent on the damping () of the materials. This damping term
is ultimately related to the complex eective dielectric constant for the dielectric material.
As a results, as the dielectric thickness increases, the eective dielectric constant changes.
Therefore, the lower peak in Figure 4.18(b) is the rst resonance at a dielelectric thickness
of 25nm and the second peak at a dielectric thickness of 60nm is the second resonance. The
second resonance is slightly shifted in frequency because the polarizability has an imaginary
component.
Referring back Figure 4.17, a 2D slice can be taken where the dielectric is held constant
at 50nm, slicing through one of the bifurcation legs. The results of this slice are shown in
Figure 4.19 as (a) the reectivity and (b) the absorptivity. The dening feature of this
gure is the lack of correlation between the particle width and frequency response at large
dielectric thicknesses. For a 50nm dielectric thickness, when the particle width is increased,
the response is moderately constant with a peak absorption at 525nm. However, the peak
response does not originate until the particle width is about one tenth (60nm) the peak
absorption wavelength (600nm). From Figure 4.17, as the particle width increases the slope
of both bifurcated legs approach zero demonstrating the eventual independence of the particle
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width on the response.
Figure 4.17 Plot of the normalized absorptivity as a function of both the particle width (Wp)
and the dielectric thickness (Td). The gure illustrates a bifurcation of the peak absorption
with a decrease in frequency. This gure can aid in determining geometric aspects of a Al2O3
dielectric-silver composite metal materials (see Figure 4.9 for construction).
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Figure 4.18 Plot of the frequency response versus dielectric thickness for a Wp=80nm
particle. Figure (a) is the reectivity and gure (b) is the absorptivity. There are two peak
aborption regions. The rst mode is at a dielectric thickness of 25nm and the second mode
is at a dielectric thickness of 60nm.
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Figure 4.19 Plot of the frequency response versus particle width. The dielectric thickness
Td=50nm and the particle is assumed square. Figure (a) is the reectivity response and
Figure (b) is the absorptivity. Peak absortion is peak at a particle size of 75nm.
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4.4 Interaction eects due to neighboring particles
From the macroscopic point of view, this simple nano-antenna can be visualized as
an array of nano-antennas. This eect is a result of neighboring particles as presented in
Figure 4.20 and 4.21. From Design A, provided that the geometries are tuned appropriately,
the outcome is a singular frequency with perfect absorption. Therefore, if it was possible
to take this understanding a step further and include multiple particles and understand the
inuence of additional particles on the frequency response, the response could potentially
be broadened to encompass several frequencies. This research is aimed at determining this
complex interaction of neighboring particles. These neighboring particles each posse their
own electromagnetic response which interferes with the surrounding responses. In particular,
it becomes imperative to understand the inuence of the neighboring nano-antennas on the
total electromagnetic response of our composite structure.
A parameter sweep, of the same design as presented in Figure 4.9, was conducted for
the particle spacing from 75 to 500nm and the dielectric thickness from 5 to 33nm. The
absorptivity was calculated at each conguration. Emphasis on this simulation was focused
on the frequency response as a function of both the particle spacing and dielectric thickness.
The parameters for this investigation are presented in Table 4.3. Figure 4.22 shows three
dierent categories of interactions arising from neighboring particles 1) cavity interaction 2)
eective medium interaction and 3) grating coupling design in addition to the anti-parallel
current interaction (Design A) as explained in Section 4.2.2. These are all derivations from
the array arrangement from Figure 4.21. The results are presented in Figures 4.23, 4.27
and 4.28.
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Constituent Parameter Description Parameter Value (nm)
Nanoparticle
Wp particle width 75
Lp particle length 75
Tp particle thickness 30
Dielectric
Wd dielectric width 500
Ld dielectric length 500
Td dielectric thickness 12
Substrate
Ws substrate width 60
Ls substrate length 60
Ts substrate thickness 150
Table 4.3 Critical parameters used in the construction of a nano-particle sized unit celled
antenna to study the interaction eects arising as a result of neighboring particles.
Figure 4.20 A two dimensional illustration of the unit cell computational domain and the
critical dimensions. Interaction between neighboring particles was handled through sym-
metry boundary conditions at x-min and x-max. The actual computational domain used
in FDTD calculation was 3D dimension, where the 3rd dimension is equivalent to the x-
dimension.
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Figure 4.21 Illustration of Figure 4.20 as an array arrangement to study the interaction
eects with changing particle spacing.
+ - 
+ - 
- + 
- + 
Design B 
Pass 1 
 
Pass 2 
 
Design C Design D 
Nanoparticle 
Dielectric 
Ground Plane 
Cavity 
Figure 4.22 Illustration of the three dominant interactions that are responsible for the
response resulting from an array arrangement. Design B is a cavity interaction between
particles. Design C is an eective medium design. Design D is a grating coupling design.
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The second design involves forming a cavity between the neighboring particles. This
corresponds to Design B in Figure 4.22. The cavity response of this design is analogous
to that of a nanohole array where the incident electromagnetic wave resonates between
the particles. Because of the proximity of the closely spaced silver nano-particles, extreme
coupling occurs. This coupling leads to strong eld enhancement in the near eld, thus
enhancing the light-matter interaction and resulting in perfect absorption with multiple
resonances. Figure 4.23 are select runs where the distance between the particles decreases,
that is, with increasing particle size. As this distance decreases, the response red shifts
as also illustrated in Figure 4.24. All the fundamental modes of the respective runs are
shifting monotonously with increasing particle size towards smaller frequency. This can be
conceptually thought of as longer wavelengths coupling within larger hole diameters. Also,
worth noting is that the dielectric thickness does not inuence the response as illustrated by
the selected points.
Moreover, it can be seen that as the particle width increases, the excitation strength
is enhanced and the absorption is increased. To further illustrate this point, Figure 4.24
presents three dierent cases at a constant dielectric thickness of 12nm. The fundamental
mode appears at !1st = 648.5 THz, the second resonant mode appears at !2nd = 721.5 THz
and the third resonant mode appears at !3rd = 344 THz for Dp = 10nm. Dp = (Ws  Wp)
where Dp is the separation distance between two neighboring particles as presented in Fig-
ure 4.21. To compare, the change in absorption strength with increasing particle width, the
bandwidth at absorption = 0.5 for the three fundamental modes for their respective sepa-
ration distances in considered. The results are presented in Table 4.4 from which it can be
seen that there is a signicant increase in the bandwidth with increasing particle width.
In addition, it can be noticed that the excitation strength of the modes decreases with
increasing order of resonant modes, that is, with each successive resonant modes. For the case
Dp = 10nm, there is a one third decrease in the absorption at !3rd when compared to the !1st
and !2nd. This is because as the separation distance between the two neighboring cells(Dp)
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Figure 4.23 Results from Design B of an cavity response between particles resulting in
perfect absorption. As the cavity increases the response blue shifts.
increases, the overlap (coupling eect) of the electromagnetic plane wave is reduced at each
mode, therefore, reducing the hybridization eects. For higher order nth modes, that is,
with extremely large D0ps the overlap of the electromagnetic plane wave at normal incidence
completely vanishes for n tending to innity. As such the the absorption response takes the
characteristic as that of the isolated unit-celled square nano-antenna, that is, the rst order
absorber at Dp = 200nm.
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Figure 4.24 Interaction eects with increasing separation distance between unit cell. The
dielectric thickness is held constant at 12nm of Design B as shown in Figure 4.22.
Dp Resonant Modes Bandwidth at absorption = 0.5
Dp = 10nm
!1st 16
!2nd 12
!3rd NA
Dp = 105nm
!1st 15
!2nd 11.5
!3rd 5
Dp = 200nm
!1st 10
!2nd NA
!3rd NA
Table 4.4 A comparison of the bandwidth at each resonant modes for successive separation
distances D0ps of the neigboring cells.
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Figure 4.25 Interaction eects with increasing separation distance between unit cell. The
dielectric thickness is held constant at 56nm of Design B as shown in Figure 4.22.
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Figure 4.26 Interaction eects with increasing separation distance between unit cell. The
dielectric thickness is held constant at 100 of Design B as shown in Figure 4.22.
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The third design is illustrated in Figure 4.22 (Design 3). It is based on an eective
medium theory. This theory is based on the presumption that the particles situated on top of
the dielectric act as a singular material with material properties that depend on the volume
fraction of silver and air. As the distance between the particles increases the volume fraction
of air increases. Perfect absorption can be obtained by impedance matching the eective
medium with the dielectric. A resonance of 768.5 THz occurs when the period is 85nm (a
10nm distance between particles) and the dielectric thickness is greater than 19nm.
To impedance match the eective medium with the dielectric, the ground plane was
removed and a set particle geometry was simulated. The peak frequency with a reection of
zero mark the impedance matched at 768.5THz. Once this peak impedance match frequency
was known the ground plan was put back in the simulation. The width of the domain was
restricted in the width to 85nm and the length was varied until the equivalent peak was
found. The arrangement that demonstrated this similar response with the ground plane was
a 85 by 85nm. This congure resulted in the correct volume fraction of air and silver for
the corresponding permitivity of air. A series of runs illustrate this in Figure 4.23. The
response of this eective medium requires that the dielectric thickness be greater than 19nm
to facilitate a long enough traverse time to absorbed the energy.
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Figure 4.27 Results of Design C as an eective medium material where the volume fraction
of the silver and air impedance match with the surrounding air.
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Figure 4.28 Results of Design D of a grating coupler where the peak resonance is apparent
when the spacing between the particles is twice the particle diameter.
The fourth design is a grating coupling design that is illustrated by Design 4 in
Figure 4.22. The grating couple is evident by removing the ground plane. It is also noted
that the grating couple is evident when the spacing between the particles is twice the particle
diameter. This is illustrated in Figure 4.28 where the spacing between particles is set to 75nm
and the particle spacing is 150nm. The result of the ground plane with the grating results
in a perfect absorber.
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4.5 Eects of Magnetic and Electric Resonances
In order to further our understanding of the interaction eects, this study was focused
on the eects of electric and magnetic resonances individually. The eects of electric reso-
nance was studied by conducting a sweep in the direction of the electric eld only, that is, u^,
denoted as (L1) and likewise the eects of the magnetic resonance was studied by conducting
a sweep in the direction of the magnetic eld, that is, v^, denoted as (W1) as presented in
Figures 4.29 a) and b) respectively with their respective parameters in Table 4.5 and 4.6.
The dielectric thickness was chosen to be 30.33nm which was the optimized thickness ob-
tained from the investigation of Design A in Section 4.3 (see Figure 4.17). The absorptivity
of the parameter L1 and W1 was studied from 50 nm (80nm) to 500nm and the response
calculated at each frequency in the visible regime. The results for the particle width of 50nm
is presented in Figures 4.30 and Figures 4.31 a) and b).
The optimized results for both the L1 and W1 cases resulted when the dimensions of
the design was 162:5nm  500nm for the substrate and dielectric length and width with a
dielectric thickness of 30:33nm producing four distinct peaks. From Figures 4.31 a) and b),
it can be elucidated that the electric resonance is more dominant on the lower end of the
spectrum whereas the eect of the magnetic resonance is more dominant on the center of
the visible regime. Furthermore, it can be noticed that at 500nm, the electric resonance is
absorbing sparsely regardless of the length of L1 and likewise around 650nm the magnetic
resonance will be absorbing signicantly regardless of the length of W1. Of importance to
note, is the decoupled eect of the magnetic and the electric resonance, that is, in the regions
where the absorptivity is governed by the electric resonance, the magnetic resonance exhibits
no absorption and vice versa.
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Figure 4.29 Sweep in the electric eld direction (L1) to study the eect of electric reso-
nance a) and sweep in the magnetic eld direction (W1) to study the eect of the magnetic
resonance b).
Constituent Parameter Description Parameter Value (nm)
Nanoparticle
Wp particle width 50(80)
Lp particle length 50(80)
Tp particle thickness 30
Dielectric
Wd dielectric width 500
Ld dielectric length 50(80)
Td dielectric thickness 30:33
Substrate
Ws substrate width 500
Ls substrate length 50(80)
Ts substrate thickness 150
Table 4.5 Critical parameters used for the (L1) sweep to study the eect of the electric
resonance for a particle width of 50nm (80nm).
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Constituent Parameter Description Parameter Value (nm)
Nanoparticle
Wp particle width 50(80)
Lp particle length 50(80)
Tp particle thickness 30
Dielectric
Wd dielectric width 50(80)
Ld dielectric length 500
Td dielectric thickness 30:33
Substrate
Ws substrate width 50(80)
Ls substrate length 500
Ts substrate thickness 150
Table 4.6 Critical parameters used for the (W1) sweep to study the eect of the magnetic
resonance for a particle width of 50nm (80nm).
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Figure 4.30 Combined absorption response of the electric and magnetic resonances. Fig-
ure 4.29 a) presents the absorption response by inducing a changing electric eld and b)
presents the absorption response by inducing a changing magnetic eld.
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Figure 4.31 Contour representation of the combined absorption response of the electric and
magnetic resonances for a particle width Wp = 50nm.
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Figure 4.32 shows the same simulation (L1 and W1 sweep) but for a particle width
of 80nm to study the interaction eects. When compared to the 50nm particle width sweep,
the 80nm exhibits similar characteristics. The remarkable dierence when comparing the
L1 and W1 sweep for 50nm and 80nm, as presented in Figure 4.32, is that the absorption
spectrum has red shifted. This behavior is consistent with our discussion of Design B (cavity
eect) in Section 4.4 whereby the increase in particle width induced a decrease in the cavity
size, hence, red shifting the absorption spectrum. The other major occurrence is that for L1
sweep of 80nm, not only the absorption spectrum has red shifted but it has also increased in
strength as shown in Figure 4.32 c) with the strength increasing as the particle was sweeped
further outwards. This is because when the range of L1 was increased, the behavior of Design
A started resurfacing, that is, the absorption characteristics of the unit cell absorber was
recaptured. This fact was further reinforced by the re-emergence of the bifurcation peaks
visible clearly in Figures 4.32 a) and c) as the higher end of the visible regime when the
separation distance between the particles has been increased signicantly.
Figure 4.33 provides information on the electric and magnetic eld distribution for
Figure 4.29 b) for its four resonant modes as depicted in Figure 4.30. Figures 4.33 a), c),
e) and g) indicate the almost negligible contribution of the electric eld to the aborption
response. Thus shifting our attention more towards the more dominant contribution by the
magnetic resonance which is again consistent with our previous observations. In Figure 4.33
b), it can be observed that the fundamental mode is still induced by anti-parallel current
resulting in the major contributor of heat generation and absorption in the dielectric com-
ponent (see Section 4.2). For the second resonant mode, Figure 4.33 d), the strength of the
magnetic eld has decreased but is still in the same phase as the rst mode. Figure 4.33
f) has almost the same contribution to the absorption response with the exception that
its phase has reversed. Finally, Figure 4.33 h) illustrates the magnetic eld resulting from
neighboring cells.
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Figure 4.32 Contour representation of the combined absorption response of the electric and
magnetic resonances for a particle width of Wp = 50nm and Wp = 80nm.
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Figure 4.33 Electric and magnetic eld distribution for the W1 sweep for resonant frequen-
cies at !1st = 482.5 THz, !2nd = 559 THz, !3rd = 658.2 THz, and !4th = 776.53 THz.
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From the preceding sections, it can be elucidated that the optimized results has
been obtained when the dielectric thickness of 30:33nm was employed. Furthermore, it
was observed that a rectangular construction of 162:5nm  500nm provides a decoupled
electric and magnetic resonance with an absorptivity strength of almost 100 %. By exploiting
this decoupling phenomena, a broadband absorber can be produced with periodic repeating
rectangular elements as illustrated in Figure 4.34. This is our proposed design for the
optimized thermal absorber.
Figure 4.34 Proposed optimized thermal absorber for the unit-celled silver nano-particle
of Design A.
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4.6 Resonance information for the second order absorber
This investigation was carried out to determine an optimal translation vector for a
fractal arrangement plasmonic metamaterial. In order to be consistent with our previous
ndings, the dielectric thickness for this investigation was chosen as 30nm with the particle
dimensions taken asWpLpTp = 50nm50nm30nm. This structure was labeled as the
second order absorber, as illustrated in Figure 4.35, because of its continuity from the design
of our perfect absorber (Desgin A). The simulations were carried out in the same manner
as detailed in the previous sections whereby a parameter sweep was conducted for identical
silver nano-particles moving diagonally away from the central nano-particle as illustrated in
Figure 4.35 b).
Figure 4.35 Perspective and front view of the optimized second order absorber.
The results are presented in Figure 4.36 which shows the presence of multi-resonances
at the sub-wavelength scales in the visible regime. The appearance of the multi-resonances
is a sure indicator of an increase in absorption intensity when compared to the singular
frequency perfect absorber. Results further indicate the same interaction eects as discussed
earlier as the identical silver nano-particles are swept further away.
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Figure 4.36 Contour representation of the absorption response for the second order ab-
sorber.
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Figure 4.37 Singular resonant peak for
the rst order absorber.
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Figure 4.38Multi-resonant peaks for the
second order absorber
From the Figures 4.37 and 4.38, one can intuitively say that the absorption response
has increased in magnitude from the rst order absorber to the second order absorber. In
order to compare this increase quantitatively, Equation 4.1 and 4.2 are utilized, where A(!)
= 1, and the area under the absorption vs. frequency curve is evaluated at half width and
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half max.
Isingle = Asingle  1 1
2width
1
2max
: (4.1)
Imultiple =

A1  1 1
2width
1
2max

peak1
+

A2  1 1
2width
1
2max

peak2
+ ::: (4.2)
The absorption intensity for the singular peak (rst order absorber) was calculated to be
5.434 whereas the absorption intensity for the multi-peaks (second order absorber) was cal-
culated to be 38.736. From here, it was elucidated that the absorptivity of the second order
absorber was increase by seven fold. Thus, it is conrmed that the absorption response
increases with increasing order of absorbers, that is, an increase in the number of resonant
peaks is proportional to the increase in the absorptivity of the absorber.
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4.7 Resonance information for the third order absorber
In order to further our theoretical understanding of increasing order absorbers, a sec-
ond and third order absorber was constructed as illustrated in Figure 4.39 c). The simulation
procedure was undertaken in an identical manner as discussed in the previous sections. How-
ever, here the translation vector was not identical. It was 2 x Wp in the direction of the ~E
eld and Wp in the direction of the ~H eld. The results are presented in Figure 4.40. The
results indicate an increase in the bandwidth centered around the fundamental frequency at
!0=500 THz. Also there is an increase in the number of resonant peaks around the funda-
mental peak. These observations are aligned with our previous discussion that an increase in
the absorber order will cause an increase in the bandwidth as well as an improvement in the
excitation strength. This is an example of a non-symmetrical construction whereby the non-
symmetrical nature helps to selectively inuence the incident electromagnetic radiation by
creating absorptivity response as a function of electric and magnetic resonances dierently.
That is, it allows for individual tuning of the magnetic and electric responses.
Figure 4.39 Perspective view of a third order absorber as an evolution from the rst order
absorber.
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Figure 4.40 A comparison between the absorptivity response of the rst order, second order
and third order absorber designs.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
5.1 Summary of Research
The purpose of this research was to develop a perfect but realizable broadband ther-
mal absorber from plasmonic metamaterials with the capacity to absorb and conne the
maximum about of solar energy reaching the earth's surface.
The rst quarter of the research was dedicated to understanding the behavior of the
perfect absorber. From the results it was elucidated that the fundamental mode of the perfect
absorber was governed by anti-parallel current and the absorbance was dominated by the
magnetic resonance. These results were veried by studying the eld, current and power
distribution throughout the structure. The magnetic resonance was shown to be responsible
for the greatest contribution of heat generation and connement in the dielectric or insulator
elements of this structure. Furthermore, the results indicated that the heat generated could
be concentrated to specic locations in the perfect absorber. In this case, the heat was
concentrated directly underneath the silver nano-particle at the metal-dielectric interface.
The second quarter of the research was focused towards the understanding of the
plasmonic response to topological changes of the silver nano-particle in the dielectric envi-
ronment. The results illustrated a bifurcation of the absorptivity as a function of particle
width not necessary at an integer fraction of the particle width. Results also found a mod-
erate but less signicant shift in the peak absorptivity with change in dielectric thickness.
These results have the aim in providing guidance in the experimental fabrication of highly
geometric nanoparticle plasmonic devices. These results suggest that a large diameter par-
ticle (>90nm) can be deposited on top of a controlled thickness dielectric material for tuned
optical frequency response.
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The third quarter investigated the inuences of neighboring particles on the nearly
perfect absorption of electromagnetic radiation between 200 to 800THz. In order to optimize
the interaction between the neighboring particles their fundamental interactions were broken
down into three designs and studies independently. Those three designs were 1) anti-parallel
currents, 2) cavity resonances, 3) eective medium, and 4)grating coupling. Given the
identication of these four interactions the inuence on their geometry identied how the
peak resonances shift. With this knowledge of neighboring interaction the plasmonic response
of complex designs that involve neighboring interactions can be used to engineer a desired
response.
The last quarter of the research dealt with the individual eects of magnetic and
electric resonances on the absorption response of the thermal absorber. Results indicated
a decoupling eect with the magnetic resonances absorbing in the central region of the
visible regime and the electric resonances absorbing at the outer limits of the visible regime
bordering in the infrared regime. These decoupling eects were exploited to propose a
broadband thermal absorber. The increase in the order of the resonance peaks were observed
and a seven fold increase in the absorption intensity was determined when compared to the
perfect absorber. Further investigations reinforced the emergence of the aforementioned
birfucation peaks and the shifting of the absorption peaks with changes in the nano-particle
width.
Furthermore, a second order absorber was investigated for an optimal particle distance
in a fractal arrangement. The optimal translation vector for the most ecient absorption
response was determined. Results indicated the emergence of multi-resonance with absorp-
tion responses at the sub-wavelength scales. The presence of multi-resonances is indicative
of the increasing absorption intensity when compared to the perfect absorber in a broadband
response.
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5.2 Future Directions
Figure 5.1 Proposed plasmonic metamaterial thermal absorber construction for Design A.
The future goals for this research are to fabricate and realize the absorber for Design
A as shown in Figure 5.1. The techniques that would be required for this undertaking are: 1)
Physical vapor deposition of silver and chromium, 2) E-beam lithiography, 3) Plasma atomic
layer deposition of aluminium oxide and e) Etching to implant the silver nano particle on
the center of the domain of the thermal absorber. These processes would be carried out in a
bottom up approach. Once the construction of the thermal absorber has been accomplished,
a comparison between the simulated and experimental results can be conducted.
Furthermore, we are still going to target approaches to broaden the response fur-
ther. This would be carried out by investigating an even higher order absorber, that is,
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a fourth order absorber. So far simulations were only performed on a three level design,
metal-dielectric-metal construction. However, we would also like to perform a multi-layer
design, that is, metal-dielectric-metal-dielectric-metal, construction with the hypothesis that
an increase in layers will lead to a reduction in reection as a result of destructive interfer-
ence as light rays will be reected from each respective interfaces. Moreover, we also plan
to investigate non-symmetrical absorbers. Till to date quarter symmertical absorbers have
been theoretically studied in this research in second order absorber and third order absorber
where the translation vector was identical in the x and y direction. The non-symmetry will
be achieved by employing a translation vector for dierent values in the x and y direction.
Finally, we aspire to further this research by the implementation of a completely dierent
design for the perfect absorber, that is, a three petal-shaped ower structure with increas-
ing orders with an identical thought process that this design will lead to broadening of the
absorptivity response by representing all the sub-wavelength scales in the visible regime.
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